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Papa’s Clock

She brings him the battery knife

12/234/03
3:30AM Couldn’t sleep. Deep pain right chest–Continues.
Feels like a knife poking thru–
Chest also lots of noise trying to clear
Chest.

She brings him the battery knife
To busy her heart, his eyes.

12/26
0830 Woke up no pain. Little mucas in chest.
Feel fine–
Went to Waiʻanae and visited with Jane Ota.
Wrote Honey & Flo
Explain my Cancer–

The battery knife fits perfectly
And he rotates the clock hands
Righty tighty
Still, the coils
Are silent.

12/27
0730 Woke up not feeling too good. Some pain
Whole body–730 took my puffs–
Took car went Daie bought few things.
Having leg cramps & Hand cramps–
230 pm used nebulizer
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Heavy Leg cramps
Right Left leg & Right Leg
Took pills–Drank lots of water

Nana uses the battery knife
To spread his sweet bread
With butter.

12/28
Feeling o.k.
Ate good breakfast.
5 mil Prednisone
Went riding to Walmart
Air mugi tired fast
Ate few pieces steak
Chest heavy.

Lefty loosey
The battery knife brings life
to old gears
Under cruel Romans.
I II III IV V VI

1/8
Chest feels heavy
Tired most of day
Not too hungry.

VII VIII IX X XI XII
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1/10–Slept Well–
230 pm Feel like some one
Sitting on my chest.

Cold buttered mornings
And hot bread nights
Melt Nana, too.
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The Boy From Laupāhoehoe I

“he just came up, and ask me fo’ dance,” she says, a closet still full of
waltzing shoes. “oh, we loved to dance.” she is far away. “but he nevah
like me dance hula, you know?” eyes return to the room. “no way, he
said. pleny of my girlfriends at the time wen dance hula. but i nevah did.”
at the time. at the time.

Here am I, the boy
From Laupāhoehoe
Broad are my shoulders
Husky is my body

and the plants need watering. a tree trunk hollowed by black bees,
vibrating. “at that time, das all we did was dance. me and my sister and
our girlfriends, you know? we go honolulu, to the civic dance hall and
we sit on the side and wait fo’ one kāne ask us. [Here I am, the boy from
Laupāhoehoe], he said.” her hand wraps around her shoulder. “and dat,
as dey say, was dat.”

I don’t mind climbing the cliffs
And going down the slopes
To the stream I go
For the fresh water fish

“Eh, you know what else? he used to take flowers and lei from the 
cemetery on his way to pick me up fo’ go dance, but he wen always tell
me, no worry, I wen ask permission.”
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No Can

Before you wheezed,
“I gotta go batchroom,”
I had read somewhere, “Learning
to live is learning to let go.”

It was bookmarked
dog-eared
and underlined
before I even got
on the flight home.

I lifted you out of
bed, onto
my shoulders
like a sack
of grandfather bones.

My hands hemo’d
your loose pajamas and
we were siltent together.

The neighborhood 
children were playing kick-
the-can outside.

I held you, or
you held me
over the bed pan.
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I squeezed what was left
of the muscles
in your ass because you had
said, “No can.”
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Things You Missed (or The Dog-Ears, Revisisted)

the time i went out past the breaks at hau bush four days after you died
it rained and plenny pua were jumping out of the water coming towards
me reminding me when we saw this once together and you told me it’s
because a shark is somewhere near by.

our family god is the shark you told me.

                                                                                             I was silent
              on my fiberglass
                           belly not knowing
              where rain ended
              or ocean began.

Because our body seems so convincingly to exist, our “I” seems 
to exist and “you” seem to exist, and the entire illusory, dualistic 
world we never stop projecting around us looks ultimately solid 
and real. When we die this whole compound construction falls 
dramatically to pieces.

  The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying, Sogyal Rinpoche

the time right after the mortuary guys wheeled you from your room
past the file cabinet and out of the house in that black bag and nana

My mother also had a pet shark out near the entrance to Pearl
Harbor . . . Some of the catch always went to Kaʻahupahau, her
shark, which she raised from when it was small until it reached
over 25 feet in length.
                                                                    Change We Must, Nana Veary
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was still talking story with you a giant moth with white circles on its
wings slammed into the living room window and t.j. screamed and said
something something moths something your spirit.

      you would’ve laughed.

the time i returned to las vegas for a friend’s wedding to the spot under
the freemont street experience where we met years ago years after not 
seeing each other and we hugged under the electronic f-14s zooming 
over us in red white and blue formations and i left my friends at the strip
and caught a taxi to stand there again to remember the worried look on 
your face when you saw the struggle in mine.

Crazy shit I saw on the train/bus to Vegas:

        in the middle        –one piano           of a field

                             –a giant Clorox manufacturing plant
              with smoke stacks like a church organ
 

–one torn red felt couch
somewhere in Barstow(?)
with one marbled kitten sleeping on it

–the bus driver stopped at a diner in the desert
and this family kept staring at me, licking

ice cream cones. (even the baby
had a cowboy hat)
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the time i found myself circling the house checking for tears in any of
the screens because i found the drawer of bent nails that you had me 
pull out because you said i did it all wrong and that everything i do
should be done well even if it’s as small as hammering a nail into wood
because this house needs to be repaired when it’s broken so that the
family always has a place to live.

i found a few tears in nana’s bedroom screen and fixed if for her.

the time i found the first orange growing from the tree that i bought for
you on your last birthday when i dragged it into the house in its green
plastic pot and got dirt everywhere and said hauʻoli lā hānau papa and
you looked at me like i chose this gift wisely while ma swept the trail of 
dirt through the house.

the time i started eating meat again after living in san francisco for so
long because i heard joseph campbell on the radio say that life eats life
and it reminded me of you and how you forced me to learn how to kill
clean and cook our chickens when they were fully grown and how you 
knew that i needed to learn how to deal with that.

               The goal of life is to make your heart beat match the beat of
               the universe, to match your nature with Nature.

                                                 The Power of Myth, Joseph Campbell

the time i opened the tool shed and smelled you in the grease crumbs
on my fingertips.
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The Boy From Laupāhoehoe II

metallic sermons and jesus walking across the pacific. under a 1939 sun
he stretches his hands to the sky. chickens at his feet, pecking grain,
and thoughts linger. they linger on the lānai, linger when his mother
hands him a fleshy mango seed, linger when his father preaches in the
gunmetal school bus to his fifteen children. aunty lenore says he was
her favorite big brother. inseparable. small piles of hawaiian salt pour
into wax paper squares, kept safe in their canvas pockets. the forests of 
laupāhoehoe are full of hanging fruit. but if they don’t hurry, they’ll be
late for father’s school bus sermon.

In a canoe I paddle
Out in the surging sea
There is nothing I fear
Over the waves of the sea

at the age of sixteen,
i sneak onto a cattleship
docked in hilo harbor.
on the way to honolulu,
captain punahoa finds me,
and puts me to work.


